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The Welsh Mills Society was launched in 1984. The aims of the Society are to study, record,
interpret and publicise the wind and water mills of Wales, to encourage general interest, and to
advise on their preservation and use.

Officers and Committee
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Chairman: Gerallt Nash
gerallt.nash@btinternet.com
Secretary: Hilary Malaws
Hilary.Malaws@btinternet.com
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haineswalters@aol.com
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Brian.Malaws@btinternet.com
Journal Editor: Mel Walters
haineswalters@aol.com
(and at Coed Trewernau Mill, Crossgates, LLandindrod Wells, Powys, LD1 6PG)
Committee:
Gareth Beech
John Crompton (Newsletter and Mucky Mills)
Andrew Findon (Mill Owners’ Forum)

Gareth.Beech@museumwales.ac.uk
carol.john@gmx.co.uk
01974 251231
melinaucymru@gmail.com
milleryfelin@gmail.com
teulu.parry@btopenworld.com
01633 780247
aberchwiler@yahoo.co.uk

Emma Hall
Anne Parry (Publicity and website)
Jane Roberts (Bring & Buy stall)
Helen Williams

Contact details show the preferred addresses of Committee members.
For further information, please write to the Hon. Secretary:
Hilary Malaws
Y Felin, Tynygraig, Ystrad Meurig, Ceredigion, Wales SY25 6AE
or visit our web site at:
www.welshmills.org
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EDITORIAL
These days one can’t be oblivious to the weather; as I type, high winds
accompany a day of 28oC, whilst three days ago I was dodging the
floods. Climate change figures strongly and sometimes spectacularly in
the news, yet we are often less aware of moves to acknowledge the
problems and plan for their mitigation. The Historic Environment Group
in Wales (HEG) have drafted a Historic Environment & Climate Change:
Sector Adaptation Plan, trying to identify the risks to the historic
environment in Wales and what can be done to meet them. As the
Minister for Heritage, Lord Ellis Thomas, said, “We have to re-think the
way we manage the historic environment in Wales to respond to the
threats of climate change. While we are taking steps to limit climate
change, we must also adapt to the changes which are already
happening as a result of historic and ongoing emissions.” One of these
changes is the perceived risk of increasing river flooding, with its effect
on streamside structures such as water mills, and the Society
responded to the public consultation by expressing its willingness to
assist monitoring and managing risk in these areas.
Cadw’s current public consultation is on “Easy Access to Listed
Buildings in Wales”, and is really about disabled access to such, not a
matter we seem to worry about during our bi-annual meetings. But we
all probably access Listed Buildings every week, in the course of our
work, our shopping and our leisure. Are we aware of which of those
buildings are Listed, and why? In the Society’s field of interest, do we
know which wind and water mills are Listed (they are tabulated on our
website) and which are not Listed and why? And is ‘Listing’ an asset or
a barrier to development, perhaps even to restoration? The
preservation of mills is one of the Society’s objectives, so the answers
to these questions should be exercising us all.
STOP PRESS: A volunteer Newsletter Editor has come forward, and
will be taking over this spot at the AGM in October. He is Dafydd
Wiliam, Principal Curator of Historic Buildings at St Fagans National
Museum of History.
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COVER STORY
This photograph of a Buckinghamshire post mill, taken into the light on
a summer afternoon, might appear to be irrelevant to Wales, but it
raises an interesting question – were there post mills in Wales, and
what happened to them?
Pitstone Green claims to be the oldest surviving post mill in Britain,
with the date 1627 carved into timbers which, from dendrochronological evidence, appear to date from about forty years earlier. Until
1895 it had an open trestle; that is, the two cross-trees, the main post
(on which the body or buck turns) and the four quarter bars were open
to view below the mill. The roundhouse was built in 1895 and originally
had four openings, now reduced to two doors. The arrangement of rear
stairs and wheeled tailpole makes turning such mills into the wind a
slow process, and Pitstone was tail-winded in 1902 and badly damaged.
Given to the National Trust in 1937, it was restored between 1963 and
1970 as a complete but non-operating mill. It has two pairs of stones
set side by side in the breast (front) of the buck, underdriven from a
short vertical shaft carrying the wallower and the great spur gear, and
belts from this shaft drive a Watt-type governor providing automatic
tentering of the stones. Details of its interior can be seen in a series of
247 photographs on the Mills Archive’s website,
https.//catalogue.millsarchive.org/post-mill-pitstone-green
Accessible evidence for post mills in Wales is very thin; Cadw has no
records, and Coflein has just a few possibles, compiled from
documentary records. There’s a “Windmill tump” on the 1st edition OS
map west of Redwick, and a 1707 record of one at Nash, both on the
Caldicot Levels, Monmouthshire; whilst a 1622 manorial roll lists
‘Windmill Fields’ at Aberthaw and Rhoose; these might have been post
mills. Others recorded on early maritime charts as navigation markers
may have been post mills; one is known near Beaumaris, Anglesey. So
can anyone add to the record, and provide better evidence for this
most interesting type of mill having existed in Wales?
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Saturday July 13thth 2018, Mucky Mills Gang, at Carew Tide Mill,
Pembrokeshire, meeting at 10.00.am. See below for further details.
Sunday July 21st 2019, WMS Committee Meeting, at Y Felin,
Tynygraig. If members have any matters or suggestions which they
would like the Committee to discuss, please email the Secretary, Hilary
Malaws@btinternet.com
Friday August 2nd 2019, Practical Flour Milling; learn about operating a
watermill, with miller Karl Grevatt at Charlecote Mill, Warwickshire.
£125 per person including, notes, lunch and refreshments. Book on
SPAB Mills website, https://www.spab.org.uk/mills
Saturday October 19th 2019, WMS Autumn Meeting and AGM, in
Ceredigion. Further details will appear on the WMS website as they
become available, and a booking form in the next Newsletter.
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
The Ward family announces with great sadness the peaceful passing of
Owen, aged 88, on 16 April 2019. He will be sadly missed by his wife of
64 years, his children, grandchildren and extended family.
It is with great sadness that we record the passing of Margaret Bide on
20 April 2019. Members may recall the visit to her fascinating restored
woollen mill in Cellan, Lampeter, during the 2006 AGM.
Brian Malaws

Membership Secretary

2019-20 SUBSCRIPTIONS
As agreed at the 2018 AGM the annual subscription rate for members
will increase to £25 from 1 November 2019. However for members
paying by on-line BACS or standing order, a reduced rate of £20 will
apply. Enclosed with this newsletter is a standing order mandate that
members can forward to their bank if necessary. Thanks.
Tim Haines

Treasurer
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Owen Ward
A personal memory
In April we lost a long-standing member of our Society. I have
many fond memories of Owen. I first met him at the London
SPAB meetings and at the Midland Mills meetings. Once we had
set up the Welsh Mills Group (as it was then), Owen became a
regular attendee at our meetings. He would be seen on corn
mill visits with his aquiline nose and bearded face studying a
millstone, measuring and recording its labels and constitution.
Over the years he collated a prodigious amount of information
on millstones, quarries and makers of all kinds.
One of the most memorable things I remember was when he
had read my booklet on Stone Cross Windmill, where I had
documented a French-made French burr stone. Owen got very
excited about what I had written. Normally the individual bits of
burr were shipped from the quarry near Paris to Britain and
assembled here and backed here. This one, then, was the only
one that he knew of that was actually assembled, backed,
finished and labelled in the quarry itself. Such was his
enthusiasm; only a few months before his death he was still
asking me about it.
Over the years I have discussed many a millstone with him, and
he will be sorely missed. He had not been well enough to attend
our meetings in the last few years. I’m sure he had many other
strings to his bow, but every time I look at a ‘mystery’ millstone
I will miss a debate with Owen.
Jane Roberts.
Margaret Bide 1937 - 2019
Margaret Bide studied woven fabrics at Farnham College and the
University of Leeds, and lectured at the West Surrey College of Art and
Design at Farnham for twenty-three years, twelve of them as Head of
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Department. In 1965 she purchased a derelict woollen mill at Cellan
near Lampeter and from 1987 she began to restore it to a very high
standard. It was the great pilgrimage of her life.
Margaret was a larger than life person and will be remembered for
many reasons, including her self-confidence, strong will and
determination, as well as her personal knowledge and skills,
and commitment to and love of all aspects of traditional wool
manufacturing. Her meticulous attention to detail was everywhere
apparent, particularly her painstaking restoration of Glanffrwd
Woollen Mill.
Her attention to detail brought
her into contact with people from
many walks of life, and she was
equally at home in the company
of building craftsmen, academics,
dignitaries and conservation
specialists as she was with
members of the local farming
community. She was never afraid
to ask questions, or voice her
own opinion.
As fellow mill restorers we became close friends with Margaret,
and got to know her well for all of the above reasons. We will
remember her also however, for her kindness to us as friends, as
well as to other people.
Margaret will be sadly missed by many. Unfortunately she will
never be replaced, as she was a ‘one off’ special individual.
Adrian and Kay Griffiths
The Society was represented at Margaret’s funeral and has been in
touch with the family, offering help to the important objective of
ensuring the survival of Margaret’s historic legacy at Melin Glanffrwd.
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SPR1NG MEETING 2019 at Mathern, Monmouthshire.
Despite the overnight arrival of Storm Hannah which resulted in gusts
of 82mph at Aberdaron on the Llŷn Peninsula and 78mph winds
recorded at Pembrey Sands in Carmarthenshire, 44 members and
guests made it to Mathern in south east Wales for the 2019 Spring
Meeting. This was our 5th meeting in Monmouthshire and the meeting
was kindly organised by Dave and Jan Bowen.
The meeting was opened by our Chairman Gerallt Nash who gave us
some interesting details on some local history:
 The name ‘Mathern’ is derived from Merthyr Tewdric as the
village is a burial site for St. Tewdric who died in 630 defending
the land from the Saxons.
 The Rev William Morgan is well known for translating the Book of
Common Prayer and the Bible into Welsh in 1588. This work is
considered to be one of the most important acts to ensure the
survival of the Welsh language. He later became the Bishop of
Llandaff in 1595, spending a large part of his time in the nearby
Bishops Palace at Mathern.
 Monmouthshire itself has a number of water mills and also a few
windmills along the coastal plain, with Llancayo near Usk
(http://llancayowindmill.com/) recently turning its fantail.
Gerallt also took the opportunity to congratulate Alan Stoyel on his
well-deserved MBE for services to water mill heritage.
Our first talk in the morning was by Dr Ivor Cavill who despite being a
haematologist has taken a tremendous interest in the mills of the area
and especially along the Mounton Brook that runs near to Mathern.
His fascinating talk explained the importance of papermaking and
paper mills in this part of Wales. With 9 active mills in 1833 the area
was producing 20% of the “first class” paper in Wales, along with blue
and brown paper. We learnt that the availability of a good supply of
rags and ropes, from the nearby ports of Mathern, Chepstow etc. were
important in the development of this industry. However, by around
1875, paper making was in decline as larger steam mills elsewhere
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came into their own. He also explained that the Mounton Brook runs
across limestone and that flow in the brook became less reliable after
Brunel’s construction of the Severn Tunnel (between 1873 and 1886)
hit a big ‘spring’ when they encountered limestone. This caused flow in
the brook to reduce adding further difficulties for the millers. We agree
with the conclusion of the talk that indeed this was a very industrious
valley.

David Bowen then gave us a talk on the history of his Mathern Mill and
the great effort he and Jan had devoted to preserve the heritage of the
mill. The first mention of the mill appears to be in 1571 but the records
are not entirely clear but certainly by 1729 the parish records state the
presence of “ye mill”. The mill was working up to 1968 and was listed
as a Grade II* in 1974. Since acquiring the mill they have spent time in
conserving the building and making it accessible for visitors both local
and from afar. The final talk was by Jan Bowen who had researched the
social history of Mathern Mill (with the earliest record in 1571) and has
identified the major and significant role of the female occupants down
the centuries:
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 Mary Watkins - mother of 9 - was the first female miller taking
over from her husband in the mid C18th.
 In the early C19th the Jenkins family ran the mill
 By the late 1800’s a Harriet Hoskins was running the mill and the
local pub
 In the early C20th a Sarah Harris purchased the Mill in 1925 after
her husband’s death for the sum of £8,400.
The two talks illustrate the importance of mills within the local
community and demonstrate the importance of Mathern Mill.
Lunch was at the appropriately named Millers Arms with a visit to two
mills in the afternoon.
Linnet Mill
This was one of the paper mills discussed by Ivor Cavill and although
nothing remains of the
machinery the building
complex gave testament to the
past industrious nature of the
site. It is thought that this mill
was probably contemporary
with the other mills in
Mounton, operating from 1773
to 1876. After it ceased
operating as a paper mill, along
with Lark Mill it was used as a
carpet and rug factory until
1893.
Some insight to the history was proved by the owners Mr & Mrs
Ovenden and by Chris Dale who had reproduced some old documents
and plans. At its height it is clear the Mill would have employed many
people associated with paper making. The inside layout got Alan Stoyel
and Tim Booth scratching their heads as to the position and nature of
the water wheel that was inside, with some wall remnants confusing
the picture.
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Mathern Mill
This Grade II* mill is owned by Dave and Jan Bowen and is a
magnificent example of a large mill with four pairs of stones. The intact
Victorian iron gearing (photo) illustrates the size of the operation. The
mill also had additional steam power enabling it to produce some 25-37
tons of flour per week. Milling ceased in 1968.
It is on the site of a medieval mill and is the lowest mill on the Mounton
Brook. The present mill may be C18th in origin and the front red brick
range appears to be c1840, and is an addition to the existing mill to
accommodate the steam engine. The main mill behind could be late
C18th or early C19th. As it is now, the mill appears on the 1839 tithe
map and
seems to
have had no
alteration
after the
mid C19th
until closure
in 1968,
with few
minor
changes
since.
Laid out over 4 floors with the upper floor having the grain loft and
associated hoists with the grain bins below, the first floor has four pairs
of French stones, two pairs of which are in situ together with wooden
horses and hoppers. The ground floor gave access to the metal gearing.
The ground floor has been set out for public visits with a range of
useful information and interactive displays.
The day concluded with tea and cakes back at the Millers Arms. We
were all grateful that it remained dry throughout the day therefore
adding to the enjoyment and so our many thanks to Dave and Jan for
arranging the successful meeting in Monmouthshire.
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NATIONAL MILLS WEEKEND REPORT
Andrew Findon reports that there were 20 mills open over the
weekend across Wales, some for one day, some for both days.
From Llanyrafon Mill, Cwmbran, the chairman Nigel Jones writes:
“The Mill was very busy over the weekend as the Cwmbran and District
Amateur Radio Society (CADARS) powered up their equipment and
aerials to transmit their call sign and receive messages from other radio
buffs throughout the
country. This annual event
coincides with the National
'Open Mills Weekend'. The
guys and gals were very
friendly and
knowledgeable as I
bombarded them with a
myriad of questions, only
stopping when a cup of tea
and a freshly made
cheeseburger was thrust
into my hands. To add to
the day, I took the opportunity to air and start up my 1947 Wolseley
WD11 stationary engine and Lister Domestic water pump”. The
pictures show one of the radio operators - a mixture of technologies?
NEWS FROM THE MILLS
This section is intended to carry news of what members are doing at
their mills, or what they have found out about them; sadly, it’s often
rather thin. Surely you mill owners have something to interest other
members? As there have been no contributions this time, recourse to
the web shows that since April, when father and son Richard (Snr) and
Richard Holt reopened Melin Llynon, Anglesey, the reviews on
Tripadvisor have been full of praise, both for the quality of the guided
tours and information and for the tea and cakes. Congratulations to
them on making such a good start.
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MILLS FOR SALE
Melin-y-Gof, Trearddur Bay, Anglesey was the last windmill to work
commercially on the island, to November 1938 when the cap and sails
were blown off in a gale, Efforts to repair it were thwarted by events in
1939, and the mill was
converted to a dwelling in
the early 1960s. Now it’s for
sale. The ground floor of the
mill has the kitchen, with
entrance hall, shower room
and dining room in singlestorey extensions, the first
and second floors of the mill
are double bedrooms (one
with ensuite shower), and
the top floor, added at the
time of conversion, is a sitting room with panoramic views. There’s a
summer house kitted out with bunk beds, and a store. The asking price
is £499,950 and the agents are Williams & Goodwin, 1 & 2 Market
Buildings, Holyhead, LL65 1HH, tel 01407-494962.
The agent’s description of this property provides no address other than
the village of Bronwydd Arms, near Carmarthen. It is described as a
former mill, but Coflein
identifies the site as
Cwmdwyfran Forge, and
also at one time a fulling mill.
However, the presence of a
runner stone and
unmistakable hurst-frame
timbers shows that it was
also a corn mill. One
photograph shows what
appears to be an internal
water wheel pit, retained as
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a feature. The building is now a large house, internally quite grand,
with three reception rooms, kitchen, cloakroom and large ‘orangery’
(conservatory) on the ground floor, master bedroom with en-suite and
four more bedrooms above and a huge multi-function attic conversion.
Outside there’s a garage/workshop and a large gazebo with hot tub.
There are two acres of ground with paddock and fishing on the Afon
Gwili and, for railway buffs, the Gwili Heritage Railway chugs close by.
Offers in excess of £599,950 are sought, and the agents are West Wales
Properties, 9 Darkgate, Carmarthen, SA31 1PT, tel 01267-312988.
New Mill, Drefelin, Drefach Felindre is a Grade II-listed former corn
mill, with an all-iron waterwheel by T Thomas and Son, Cardigan, and
complete internal machinery
for two pairs of stones (so
says the Listing which the
agent’s description quotes in
full, and the agent’s
photographs show all the
features of the machinery in
detail – well worth looking
at!). The sale is of the whole
of a 12 acre site with pasture
and woodland, and with
planning consent for 1 residential unit,
2 self contained holiday flats, 2 Bed &
Breakfast Rooms, workshops and
restoration of the mill together with an
associated car park. Work has begun to
prepare the site, but this sale is
explicitly seeking a new owner to carry
the project forward. The agent is The
Smallholding Centre, 10 High Street,
Cardigan, SA43 1HJ, tel: 01239 621303,
http://www.thesmallholdingcentre.co.uk/
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ANOTHER MYSTERY SOLVED – PART 2
Following from the last newsletter, Andrew Findon wondered if any
mill in Wales had used a diamond mill stone dresser. He happened to
look at Llanyrafon Mill’s Facebook site, and noticed that the header
picture shows a
millstone with a
very regular
dressing pattern on
the lands.
So it would seem
that the diamond

stone dresser made it into Wales.
Perhaps a travelling stone dresser went
round mills with the diamond tool; it would surely have been too
expensive for individual mills to invest in, or did the millstone makers
offer it as an extra service?
If you have some pictures of the dressing on French Burrs, please look
to see if they show a similar regular pattern.
YET ANOTHER MYSTERY MILL
Andrew also has a postcard which shows a rejuvenating mill, but it does
not indicate the location. The waterwheel appears to be either
pitchback or high breastshot, but very open buckets which would not
be very efficient. The input and output does not appear to be very
15

gender
balanced.
However those
receiving the
“rejuvenated”
products seem
quite pleased.
The postcard is
unused but
printed in
Australia, and
copyright is
attributed to
John Miller. If
anyone knows
the location
perhaps it could
be included in a
future WMS
mill trip.

IS IT A SCOOP OR A JUG?
Gareth Beech, of St Fagans
National Museum of History,
has been enquiring about the
item in the photos, which comes
from a farm at Graianrhyd,
between the towns of Mold and
Ruthin, in south east
Denbighshire, his home area.
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“The farming couple never knew for what exactly the item was made
originally, or where it came from. I was asked if there were any such
examples at St Fagans, and for what purpose.
“I researched types of scoops, ladles and jugs in the collections under
different subjects:
cornmilling, dairying, and
wood turnery. My first
impression was that it was
a scoop used with grain,
flour and meal in a corn
mill. I inspected grain
scoops from corn mills in
Wales, classified under
Cornmilling. These were
very different to the
unidentified object, however, being flat with two holes for fingers and
thumb, known in Welsh as a ‘rhawlech’.
“Other types of scoops and
ladles are classified under
dairying and wood turnery. The
closest example under Dairying
was a milk ladle comprising a
bowl with a short handle and a
hook on the end for hanging it
up. The photo is of an example
made by William Rees, a wellknown woodturner at Henllan,
Cardiganshire, in 1935.
“When searching in trays of items in the stores, I noticed other objects
labelled as scoops but not listed under the collections from Wales. At St
Fagans there is a small collection of agricultural, craft and domestic life
items from other European countries that were collected between the
1930s and 1950s by a private collector. Two of them had similarities
17

with the Graianrhyd object,
one of them in particular.
They were collected in
Poland in 1957. Both have
long, hollow handles.
Number 57.104.17 has a
deep, oval bowl carved out of
one piece of wood, rather
than a flat or slightly curved
surface for scooping grain
and flour. It does not have a spout though, as on the item from
Graianrhyd.
This is the closest example I
have found to the Graianrhyd
object, which I think is a
scoop for grain and flour,
used in a corn mill. It would
be interesting to know if there
are any other examples in
Wales or England to try to
establish whether it was
made locally or elsewhere,
and if so, where and for what
purpose.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Newsletter 37 (July 1994) opened with a communication from Cadw,
clarifying the debate about the eligibility of Listed mills for grant aid. It
stated that mills might be Listed because of their “special”, rather than
“outstanding” architectural or historical importance. Only mills deemed
to be “outstanding” would qualify for grants under the 1953 Historic
Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act. However, each case was judged
on its merits. Given the number of mills listed for their external
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appearance only, ignoring their internal machinery and fittings, this
must have been seen as an extreme case of nit-picking.
There was a report on the Spring Meeting, at Gorseinon near Swansea
with visits to Melin Mynach, Melin Felindre and Parkmill. Brian Taylor
gave a talk on milling in Llanrhidian parish, material later published in
his “Watermills of the Lordship of Gower”. Brian also talked about the
finding of three quernstones at Llanelen, one of which is described and
drawn in great detail. Elsewhere there were adverts from the Hereford
Journal, extracted by Geoff Ridyard, from suppliers of machinery for
woollen mills, including carding, warping and dressing machines. The
Journal was read widely in mid and south Wales in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, before the publication of Welsh
newspapers.
Wind power again received attention, both in the form of backing from
the Farmers Union of Wales for renewable energy in the form of wind
turbines (newspaper cuttings in both English and Welsh), and a report
that Paul Williams, the miller at Melin Llynon (Anglesey) was preparing
to begin producing flour on a commercial scale. This news cutting
seems to have been stimulated by a National Mills Day, and the same
cutting carried quotations from one Gerallt Nash, and information
about the Welsh Mills Society.
ITEMS FOR THE NEXT NEWSLETTER by Friday 6th
September 2019, please, to:
John Crompton
Ty Chwarel
Tynygraig
YSTRAD MEURIG
Ceredigion, SY25 6AE
01974-261478
email: carol.john@gmx.co.uk
Website: www.welshmills.org
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Glanffrwd Woollen Mill, Cellan, Ceredigion (Julian Wormald)

Gear train at Mathern Mill, Monmouthshire (Brian Malaws)
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